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The Things That We Should Say
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|------------THE THINGS THAT WE SHOULD SAY
|-----------from YOUNG MAN FOLLOW
|----------by FUTURE OF FORESTRY
|---------tabbed by D.I.R.T.
|--------CAPO 1

Chords are given at the bottom. 
A2 is tabbed as A, for convenience and A is tabbed as A3. 
The A (A3 A) moment is a quick adding of the third to 
the chord but then right back to the A2. Enjoy! 

Intro: D D [G A] D [G A]

D                  A         Bm
Done with you and time will tell
G                 Bm
Past between my hands
D       A         Bm           G
The memories we can feel them fade
       Bm     A      G
Like circles in the sand

 D                        A       Bm
A thousand thoughts, a thousand dreams
 G               Bm 
Lost within the day
      D      A     Bm         G
A thousand ways for souls to touch
      A                    G
The things that we should say

      Bm        A          D
The things that we should say

              G          Bm
It s been a cold bitter line
           A         Bm
Maybe it could be a while
          G           Bm            A (A3 A)
 Til the sun and the sky light the way
                 G                Bm
I ll bring you close, you could stay?
            A             Bm
Before our time has gone away
           A Asus4 A3
We should say...



      Bm        A          D
The things that we should say

Tendency, weaknesses
They make me who I am
I m falling through the cracks and turns
I m circles in the sand

It s not lost when your love is near
Don t let this world turn gray
The dreams are open lips that hear
The things that we should say

The things that we should say

It s been a cold bitter line
Maybe it could be a while
 Til the sun and the sky light the way
I ll bring you close, you could stay?
Before our time has gone away
We should say...

Bridge: G, Bm, A, Bm, G, Bm, A Asus4 A3

It s been a cold bitter line
Maybe it could be a while
 Til the sun and the sky light the way
I ll hold you close, would you stay?
Before our time has gone away
We should say...
The things that we should say

D:     000323
G:     320003
Bm:    224432
A:     002200 (Actually A2)
A3:    002220
Asus4: 002230


